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Work of art
                By Josh AlvarezGomez          
                                                 
Mother Nature picks up a paintbrush 
and strokes the leaves
with vibrant colors 
such as orange, red and yellow.
Dry leaves crunch underfoot and 
the fragrance of apple cider 
fills the air with joy 
and excitement.
Spiders stay in position calmly 
As a portrait is made of them. 
Fall is  a drawing                   



Just because...
By Alivia Mauer

Just because I’m a girl
Doesn't mean I can’t run faster than a boy

Doesn't mean I’m a drama queen
Just because I’m a girl

Doesn't mean I spend countless hours on my phone
Doesn't mean I care what people think about me

And doesn't mean I’m afraid to do the impossible
Just because I’m a girl

Doesn't mean I can’t speak my mind
Just because I’m a girl

Will I be misjudged?
Will I always have to prove myself?

Just because I’m a girl                                                                                                                         
doesn't mean I am not afraid to do anything                                                                             

and reach my dreams.



   Whoosh,
   brisk                       wind sways

                                 in the fresh                  morning air 

                              as the warm                sun shines

                                  down upon                 the earth.

                                    Fall is a                    hellfire that coats

                         everything                              hit by the sun

              in shimmering                                       golden and orange fires. 

                     From towering trees,                                soft leaves of all colors rain down

               and dance in the wind                                          as they free fall  toward the

                floor like skydivers                                              gliding through the air.            

    An infinite amount of collapsed                              crinkly leaves cover the ground 

      and the sweet grass as                                         the cool days of fall pass by. 

By Chase Candeeee

Fall Poem



Fall is a fiesta 
Brash bushes
 and coarse grass rustle rhythmically accompanied by the STACATTO of yapping 
animals
Wind swings at the tree like a frenzied child

each gust shaking the tree more and more. 
Acorns burst 
            f r o m  t h e  o a k  
                                          as squirrels dash to snatch as many as they can. 

Amorphous swirls  of leaves pirouette
       from
 the        trees    like 
                             Confetti.

Fall is the bitter aftermath 
     The last leaf c
                            r 
                              u 
                                m
                                   b
                                     l   
                                      e
                                        s 
                                              off the dull skeleton of a tree
 Miles of never-ending rolling hills,
         coated with dead grass 
A frigid blow of wind disintegrates 
                                         leaves that have fallen to the ground
                                             The once loud
                                                                animals, now sleep in tranquility like a  
                                                                                                                               baby

           By David Jordao



I woke up in a sweat, but not one from a nightmare, one 
from heat. I got up to check the heat, but it was off. The AC 
was cranked up all the way, and it was still too hot. I moped 
down the stairs and turned on the news. 

“Today is the twenty-year anniversary of the depressing 
extinction of polar bears in 2052. Today we  have less than 
half of the species we had as of January, 2022, and humans 
have officially reached 10 billion in population” 

I looked at my phone, “January 24, 2072,” I whispered to 
myself. I still couldn’t get over how insanely hot it was 
outside, and it felt as though I couldn’t even breathe as well as 
usual. I checked the weather app, but something was off -  
100° Fahrenheit, but in the middle of January. I continued to 
scroll down, confused when I spotted the air quality was 
almost in the red. That explained why I couldn’t breathe.

I left my house only to spot my car, which was turned into 
some weird futuristic machine. Then I saw my neighbor 
Connel bolting down the street, flying in what looked like my 
car. Cool, I thought, as I hopped into my car. The AC blasted in 
my face and I took off flying. 

“Buzz!” My phone went off, and I read that the iPhone 42 
had just come out, and there were seven cameras on the back! 
But then, I got another buzz on my phone, only it was a call. 
“You must report to the main office, IMMEDIATELY!” I entered 
the school building and walked to the main office, where I 
saw a bunch of tall men and women. One woman said, 
“Congratulations, you have completed the simulation, you 
may return to your normal life.”                  ~By Emma Lane



Stumbling 
on the steep stoney hill,

 to catch the last glimpse of light.
Swiftly veering like a slithering snake, 
as the mountain roared with each step. 

I could see hundreds of miles 
of the Earth’s beauty.

The victory of reaching the top, 
gleamed like the sun; 

hiding its face behind the horizon. 
Leaving the earth colorless 

in the deep, dark, dreary night.
The moon was a flashlight helping us descend. 

Then the wind whispered “Shh” 
and the mountain fell to

 Sleep.

By Aleksandria Healey



The waves crash  and shake the earth
                   The Sun burns the sand 

Soft smooth sand touches my feet
                   The sharp rocks flow as I step  in the 

ocean 

The water is as cold as the Arctic
            The waves crash like a falling tree

Freezing water flies
as

    Cold air shoots fast on the beach 

The wind whooshes past my friends and me 
  The sun sizzles on my skin when I step  in the 

light 

Wind whistling in my ear 
    Waves march towards the shore

     By Binxy MacQueen 



Experiment: 009 
Section: 1

The funeral was a few days ago.  Big sister’s body was getting buried after being 
put in the bag.  It was a terrible sight, but even so I couldn’t cry.  I wanted to cry. I really 
did.  But I just couldn’t.  I was surprised that no one yelled at me.  I wanted to cry, 
scream, break things, but I just couldn’t.  

She left me when she promised me she wouldn’t.  She died while fighting, is all I 
know; no one else told me the details. Heck I didn’t even know my own name until a few 
months ago.  I didn’t know my own age, birthday, or even name until big sister told me.  I 
found out that I wasn’t even given a name until she gave me one.  I was 4 when I was 
named Kenshiroi, the Shiroi part meaning white.  She told me that I was an albino 
meaning I had white hair and red eyes.  I didn’t have a last name, but she didn’t either.  
She had green eyes and strawberry-like pink hair.  

I never really felt any emotions in my life.  This was probably because I was 
experiment 009, the experiment of murder.  The people who took care of me thought 
they could make me a murder machine.  They got rid of my emotions. I don’t know how, 
but they did it; I’m guessing they did some sort of surgery but who knows?  A murderer 
who can be capable of anything. Since I don’t feel any emotions, they thought that I 
would kill anyone without hesitation.  Even if I was a young kid, my mind was far beyond 
my years so I just didn’t do what they wanted me to do. That caused me to get beatings.  
They did terrible things that started when I was 2 years old.  

At 5 years old is when big sister came in.  She was experiment 002.  I have a 
short sense of memory so I can’t remember many things, but big sister…I could 
remember her without even trying.  Big sister was only allowed to visit once a week, but 
when she did she would patch up my wounds and take care of me.  I personally enjoyed 
when she read me a book. I wouldn’t remember the books or what was in them but I 
liked hearing her read them to me.  The earliest memory I have of her was when she 
told me about how she was going to get married.  I didn’t understand how that could 
happen because we were experiments.  She never told me her name so I just called her 
big sister. 

 

By Ilayda Kuruca



I found out she died when there was a red alarm.  When it happened I didn’t even 
flinch. I just sat on the floor with the plushie she gave me.  After a few hours, they 
opened the door and brought me to the bed with big sister’s body on it.  Right as I saw 
her cold dead body, I started sweating. I tried to cry but I couldn’t do it.  I just sat by her 
bed sweating and shaking.  It was a terrible sight for a 6-year-old to see. This was the 
first time I ever felt anything and it was terrible.  I didn’t even realize there was someone 
coming into the room.  She sat down next to me and pulled me in for a hug while crying.  
I’ll be honest: I was kind of jealous; she could cry so easily while I couldn’t even cry for 
the one person who cared for me, unlike anyone I’ve ever met.  I looked at the girl 
crying while holding me, she had her right eye covered with bandages and her hair, 
while her left eye was red with a snake on it.  Her hair was white like mine, white as 
snow.  She had her hair in some kind of short ponytail.  Her crying made me sad as I 
looked at her. I could only think of one thing.  “Who is she?” She was rubbing my back 
in a comforting way, before I could say anything she broke the silence saying “Don’t be 
scared so much. If they find out you can feel anything, that you're a ‘failed’ experiment; 
they’ll get rid of you.”  Right after she said that I stopped shaking and sweating as 
much, maybe it was her comfort that stopped it, or maybe it was because of her word of 
getting rid of me.  I got up and walked to big sister's deathbed.  

“Hey miss, can you pick me up please,” I asked; without even asking why she just 
picked me up. I gave big sister a kiss on her forehead before saying “Goodbye, let’s 
meet again someday…experiment 002…and when that day comes, apologize for 
breaking your promise….ok? For now I forgive you but I want an apology when we 
meet.” right after I said that I fell asleep in her arms.  There was one thing I knew she 
was an experiment to.  No ordinary person would just have a snake on her eye.

  I got woken up by a girl with purple hair with something white in it.  Her eyes 
were golden greenish.  “Who are you?”, is all I could say was that I didn't know her very 
well so I didn’t really wanna talk to her.  She looked about 18 or 19 years old. 

“You…don’t know who I am?….”, is what she replied with.  I shook my head no as 
she looked at me with a sad look.  I just sat there with a blank expression as usual while 
she continued to introduce herself.  “My name is Joyani, I’m experiment 003 in group 2.   



Nenehebitsu brought you here to rest but you need to help us with a…decision.  I nodded 
my head as I got up.  I started to walk before turning around gesturing for her to hold me 
hand which she accepted without hesitation.  We walked into the room where there were 3 
other girls all standing around something, at first I didn’t know what it was until I got a 
better look at it realizing it was big sister’s wedding dress.  One girls turned around to look 
at us

“Took you long enough, Joyo.” The girl with her black hair said as she took the 
lollipop out of her mouth.  The other girls didn’t even bother to look; they just kept looking 
at the dress thinking about something.  One of the girls was holding a girl that looked about 
my age while the other girl was holding a baby that didn’t look over 4 months old.  

“Oh right!  I’m Kenshiroi; the girl in the pink with green hair is Midoritsu, the “rude” 
one with short blonde hair is Tsutsunaji, and the girl with pink and black braids is Mitsu.”  I 
nodded my head as one of the girls, Midoritsu I think, looked at Mitsu and asked, “So what 
are we going to put her in for the funeral and what do we do with the dress?” Mitsu just 
shrugged her shoulders while holding the sleeping baby in her arms.  I walked up to 
Midoritsu and said.  “Let’s bury her in the dress”………
 

Illustrations by Ilayda Kuruca



Thousands of people in sight
Rows of stores forever continuing
Continuing calls of content
A long lingering labyrinth
Lines like a slithering serpent
Hoards of merchandise
Heaps of enjoyment
Squeaking of shoes
Shouting of crowd
Money flying away

-John Kowalski





It was as perfect as Eden.
Whoosh
Runners were running faster than an ostrich.
Frantic fans followed them.
 The moon walked away from the earth.
It eventually got so dark that I couldn’t see 3 feet in front of 
me.
Luckily lights illuminated later and let the runners on.
The lights followed the runners.
The lights looked as pretty as if they were pulled out of a 
haunted house.
And suddenly there was a loud Bang.
The race lasted as long as a cheetah running ten feet.

By Connor McCormack



Seasonal paradox 
By Devon Smits

Fall
Fall is a rural park. Dancing trees sway while gentle, colorful, rustling leaves flutter to the 

edge of the sky. Pristine frost crystalizes the ground as the days get colder. Soothing, 
cleansing rain refreshes the Earth and heals the crops of Fall. Glowing, carved pumpkins 

smile while sitting symmetrically around swaying trees. Plop! Smooth, glistening, red 
apples fall and roll down to the fields behind the park. Wavy corn march like an army as 

shiny, sweet apples gleam in the sunset. Protective scarecrows tend to the fields and cool 
wind relaxes the park as the sun goes down. 

           

Fall

Fall is an abandoned cemetery. Dead, looming trees crack and fall to the ground, 
disturbing dull, dry leaves as they drift off into the black abyss. Mushy, rotten pumpkins 
howl as their faces crack and deform. Crunch! Dry, shriveled, brown apples crash to the 
ground like lightning, disturbing the deceased, dead corpses, and harsh, vengeful winds 
howl in anger. Menacing scarecrows betray and turn their backs on the dead who want to 
rest peacefully. Unlimited miles of lifeless corn stalks horde their prey and devour anyone 
who loses their way. 



Fall is a serial killer. The trees tower over the forest, as an ominous feeling swarms the animals 

below. They cackle and grin, reaching out to imprison the inhabitants of the forest. The forest is 

ominous and scary, filled with fright and misery. Leaves blanket the ground, wet, gross and slippery. 

They scurry around and dive down from the trees above.  Pinecones are spikey, and muck-colored. 

They nip animals walking by. The cold sky emits a feeling of pure evil as it slithers into view past the 

clouds, looking down on earth like a giant snake. The winds are violent, gusting and thrashing. The 

cold air constricts passers-by. The grass is frozen, the blades slicing any unsuspecting feet. The apples 

are gross and full of worms, plummeting from trees and hitting the cold ground with a THUD. 

Halloween is dead, scary and dark. The night is too cold for any tricks.  Pumpkins corrode the street; 

creepy, rotting and decaying, they stalk the few trick-or-treaters. Fall picks and chooses the unlucky, 

the many unlucky. Fall waits, is patient. When the time is right, the wind will lash out. The cold air 

will slither down and begin to constrict the life out of the plants and animals. Fall is a serial kill. 

Fall is a serial killer
By Alex Cestone



I was flying on the water like a bird on land           
Skimming across the water like a rock    
Gliding through the steamy lake
The water was so bright it looked like a bright blue sky
 The wind hit my face like a truck
 When I finally fell I felt like I let go of the world
 When I was water skiing I felt like I was going a million mile per hour
 When I fell off, the water was so choppy from the boat 
I felt like I was in an ocean  a storm                                                 
 The waves crashing booming  the side of the boat
 Woosh I went by the dock in the lake I was going so fast nothing could catch me
 When I was flying on the water the water spit back in my face
 The boats engine growled when we picked up speed
It was a day to remember 

  By Dawson
Reber



Owen 

Thoughtful,Questioning,Imperfect,Curious

The middle child of three boys,

 son of Brooke and Brett

Who likes history, reading and helping others 

Who knows he knows nothing

Who fears failure

Who longs for peace
 
Kamienski



*Whoosh*                                                                          
Fall is a party
Mother Nature throws an infinite amount of 
leaves
In the air.
The leaves parachute to the ground like 
confetti.
The scarecrow’s dance in the wind
Like a hiphop dancers
The crows sing with joy.     
The perfect Pumpkin smile like the happy 
party enjoyers.
Fall is a party

*Screech*                                                                           
Fall is a Funeral
The sound of the 
menacing
Crows cawing,
Like the lonely cry of 
the mourners.
A pumpkin the size of a 
coffin
Decays Slowly.
While the dancing 
scarecrows fall to the 
ground.
The sad silence of 
everything dead.
The way the animals 
solemnly go to sleep for 
a six-month rest.
Fall is a Funeral

Fall
By Gabe Rooney



 Fall is a funeral

        Dead leaves fall down dancing,

in the dark night crunching as they hit the ground.

Rain falls from the sky like tears from the eyes 

falling to the ground with a howl.

 BOO!

Pumpkins frown at children

when they walk by, 

remembering their pasts in the sunny fields  

Trees, millions of feet high, tower over the forest

Like people over a casket, swaying back and forth

Frost on the ground biting fingers and toes

Wind whooshes wildly,

 howling like wolves

 On Halloween night sure to give those,

 trick or treaters a scary good fright.

   By Jason Sibley 



 A gust of wind catches the perfect white specks of glitter as it dances across the 
sky. Snowflakes freely fall as delicate as crystals caught in sight of the sun. Snowflakes 
swirl and sway in the pale blue sky. Winter is a fairytale told from a dream in winter 
wonderland. The smell of thick rich chocolate wafts through the air. The cheeks and 
noses of young ones glow bright red; their hands are as cold as ice. From afar the hills 
with people and sleds so fun for all to play. Christmas carols echo  for miles and miles. 
People murmur as the music plays to the mellow rhythm to the music enjoyed by all who 
saw or heard. Magical and majestic figures hang so high above for their secrets of 
silence to remain. People, all bundled up and filled with excitement, watch the festive 
Christmas lights. The town is filled with joy and festive sights; people settle down as the 
snowflakes fall tonight. 
 

The snow globe oscillates. Chaos overtakes the road as cars slide from side to side. 
Blizzards hit homes and cover roads head to toe. The tall tidy tree that once stood so 
silent and tall claws primly at the air. Winter is a snow globe that shakes and settles.The 
mystical transparent shapes crack and shatter into a million pieces. The beautiful still 
winter wonderland, as white as a ghost from fairytales and dreams, came back to the 
surface of reality in dead grass and dirt. The fresh smell of snow doesn't arrive. The 
streets fill  with snow from the blizzard, now it turns to slush. The emptiness of the 
globe crashes and falls, no words, no noise, no smells, just a sad ending without a 
goodbye.

By Emersyn Bray



The wet road 
The blue sky
The slippery sidewalk
Glistening in the sun
The whooshing cool air
Falling like leaves
Landing like a jet

                         By Gavin Doherty



Bundled like Eskimos,
we walked out onto the soft 

powdered-sugar snow.
Overhead, the sky stretched blue as berries

Fiery flakes kissed the tips of our noses 
as pirouetting precipitation danced in front 

of the smiling sun
We sat on top of snow piles tall as Everest, 

blinding as the sun
but the thorn bush ahead is a porcupine, 

warning us to stay away
We were lightning as we sped down the hill

Yelling as whooshing wind brushed our 
cheeks

and when we hit the bottom
we were alpinist 

climbing to the top again

-Brooklynn Lamke







Small squeaky squirrel gather their food
Before having to go into hiding. 

Leftover pumpkins rot as if to say “goodbye” to fall
Leaves crumble under foot, 

“Crunch crunch,” as the final sign of life escapes them
Apples no longer carry a sweet aroma,

But bear a pungent odor as if they hadn’t taken a shower in weeks
Cold air spreads like wildfire;

Anything could freeze to death.
The once green grass browns

As the dead leaves sheild it from the sunlight…
Fall is an extermination 

  

Fall is An Extermination
Written By CHloe Parsenios 



Winter is a prison, 
bare trees encase, trap, and shrink 
The scent of the sick present in the air 
Animals wander solemnly around like prisoners
The sounds of howling wolves haunt the air 
The cold and unhappy air wanders around like a policeman, ready to pounce on its prey  
What was once beautiful, now looks to be a baren hallway with a million doors
The snow that once filled the sky in beautiful diamonds
 now crashes down, executing everything under it 
The piercing black sky cackles insanely, 
like a witch as it freezes everything under it.

Winter is a wedding, sparkling jewels fall from the sky
 wisps of wind dace around to an unheard song like a bride and groom
The warm, welcoming smell of hot chocolate wafts around, 
hugging all the noses it enters 
Among the towering snow-covered trees, the animals sleep
The sparkling snow drifts down from the sky, 
snowdrifts reach taller than the mountains 
“Ring ring”, tingling sounds of jingle bells ringing through the air bringing 
everyone together
 Multi-colored lights decorate the streets, 
Smoke pours out of chimneys 
The moon smiles down and throws sparkling white confetti as if it 
congratulates the newlyweds 

A Prison and A Wedding
By Jolyan Tessier 



 Winter is a happy heaven. 
wet snow sparkles and splashes 

onto the ground. 
 Joyous snowflakes sway in the 

sky. 
shiny white clouds

 cover the sky, slaying the warmth.
 Lifeful icicles fall off buildings 

like people letting go diving in a 
swimming pool 

snapping when they’d hit a surface. 
The beautiful singing winter breeze 

is music to ears.
Sparkling snow

 shelters the ground and takes off 
like rockets in the breeze.

 light snow falls off the branches
 in the whirling wind

 like a trillion butterflies.

By Michael Piretti



Winter
By Claire O’Brien

         
                                                       Winter is a celebration.  

Towering trees watch over the world. 
 Shimmering white snow shelters, 

while whimsical snowmen protect like soldiers. 
 Children swiftly sled down steep mountains.

  Colorful Christmas, a day where we give thanks.  
Beautiful ice melts.

  On suspenseful snow days people sleep like rocks.
 “Chirp, chirp!” 

Chirping birds soar. 
 Heavy plows move. 

The smell of pine trees fills the air.

 
 
                                                           Winter is a tornado.  

Threatening trees menace. 
Bitter snow disorients, 

while imaginary snowmen melt. 
 “AHHH!” 

 Children sled down slippery slopes. 
 Suspenseful Christmas day leaves children in tears. 

 Clear ice cries. 
 On unpredictable snow days people shovel tons of snow. 

Feeble birds flee from town as if there was a volcano.
  Rusty orange plows scrape.

 The smell of smoke fills the air. 



Winter 
By Fiona Gordon

Winter has the feeling of warmth in the bitter cold
 It is a soft blanket covering the earth 
for as far as the horizon can see. 
Snow - crystalline - falls like little bits of fuzz  
off the blanket 
covering the ground, hiding the grass 
until the blanket lifts for spring. 
As the blanket comes down 
it blocks out the once shining sun, 
turning the sky gray as the slush 
covering the side of the road. 
The trees are stripped bare of all their leaves 
revealing their rough bark. 
They reach up towards the murky clouds 
taller than ever. 
Birds line up on the empty branches 
like soldiers in war 
chirping and cawing 
trying to awaken the hibernating humans 
sleeping under 
this soft bedspread.

Winter is like a dead music box 
When the music is playing 
it is bright and happy
 but when it dies it 
becomes sad and grey
 like the cloudy sky. 
The trees, once filled with so much color,
 become now just tall lanky, sad stems
 sprouting off the trunk. 
The little ballerina, once spinning in the center,
 full of life, arches over, dead.
Like the little flower 
we will wait to bloom in the spring.
The music, like the birds’ chirping,
slowly decreases 
until just the occasional tweet 
breaks the winter silence. 
The grass used to be the smooth velvety lining 
now flattened dirt, 
hidden under the snow 
or layers of dust.



Out on the glossy green water                   
Shining sun beating down                          

Casting my rod thousands of feet out    
SPLOOSH! Fish splashing around            

Loose trout from upstream swimming 
at the speed of sound             

VROOM! Went the car as we sped 
off to the ocean            

New rod shining like the sun                   
Back out on the roaring ocean water         

Waves eating the jetty                            
Bait dropping into a new world                

I am the waves                                         
Reeling fast like a bull  

By Evan Love



Spring
By: Elyssa Scrimo

Spring is a crime

scene

Vultures soar through the air

Stalking their prey

deciding on when to strike

SCREECH

The wake of vultures

swarm in on poor Mr.

Mouse

Who hides in the pile

of itchy thickets

Vulture goes in for the kill

Which sends an uproar of hearty laughs

Amongst the devilish birds

The smell of blood and guts

Fills the staggering hurricane-like wind

Nausea penetrates pine trees

That  look at the gruesome site

Of poor Mr. Mouse, and his insides falling

out

Thousands of ravenous rabbits

Sink their putrid, decaying

teeth

Into secretly poisoned carrots,

which causes them to drop dead

in seconds

The sound of air strikes

Rattle the once mellowing meadows

From the dandelion seed bombs erupting midair

Spring is the time of crime



Spring By: Elyssa Scrimo

Spring is a reward
Trees gain their armor of  gazillions of glorious

leaves

Dancing in the wind
They chatter their gratitude for

the gift of life
The sky illuminates from its prize

of sweet sunlight

And ominous clouds
subside

Birds fly through the
limitless billowing air

Singing their song of
rejoice

Bunny sniffs the grass
As if to thank it for the food

plenteously provided
Through the rich soil

The wind carries the smell
of fresh honeysuckle

High above the Oak trees

All the way to clouds as
soft as cotton candy

WOOOOOSH
Mother bird flies to build a

serene nest

Oh, the sound of
whispering willows

And the gift of life to all
who inhabit the endless pastures

Spring now offers.



          The shining snow descends from the sky

 Like a confetti popper  

As the snow sprinkles,

 Covering the steep hill

           to create the perfect snow-sliding 

           experience.

 The sled had to be centuries old

 but it still was riding on a cloud down to 

earth.🌎
Finally after a long day of sledding, 

The wind howled in the dust

 as whispering a message to the sun,

 unzipping the inviting soft coat

 and rushed to the stove top to pour a cup

 of milky hot chocolate.

As the foam flopped down 

            Onto the hot chocolate.

 The freak storm escalated quickly.

 Soon the cold knee-deep snow covered

  the long narrow hill

   The sun was a stove

melting the ice on the roads.

The wind whooshed 

loud as a lion's roar. 

If anyone chose to sled on the single sled

during this superstorm they would be

 in trouble 

The sun turned off the lights,

 the power suddenly went out,

it went dark,  

just as if it was 11 pm but in the day. 

As like pouring the bitter and

cold hot chocolate sipping it, 

and spit it out, 

like just drinking spoiled milk.   
By Dayna Ackerman 



As we walked through the forest 
the infinite trees covered us from

 the flaming sun

They stood there like soldiers, 
guarding the queen of the forest

The sticks on the ground 
screamed with pain 

when we stomped all over them, 
“AHHHH”

 As we kept walking across the 
millions of miles of grass in front of 
us we thought we’d never leave this 

magical place

But as soon as we lost hope that 
we would ever see the outside 

world, we saw the light of an angel 
in the sky

We ran as fast as the deer 
in the forest

As the we neared the end of our 
journey 

the forest’s malevolent trees 
whispered behind our backs with 

remarks for us
 to never return

By Farid Vizcardo-Dominguez



Winter is a plague, 
consuming everything
 in darkness and terror. 

Creatures flee to their homes 
like squirrels scurrying 

to bury their food before winter. 
Trees crackle in the sharp wind 

as they loom glumly 
over everything in sight. 
As the treetops tremble, 

the air whooshes by 
with a general malaise. 

A cacophony of harsh sounds fill the air 
like a 3rd grade recorder class. 

Winter is a plague.

By Owen Ames



I am curious and excited.
I wonder if the world would be                             

different without Social Media
I hear calm and peaceful trees

I see the invisible wind rise
I want a quiet life

I pretend to live life calmly.
I feel a breeze rub my skin softly
I touch the sky with my lips
I worry life will be speedy
I cry about the the death of 
others
I am calm

I understand life is short
I say we stand for each other
I dream the breeze will keep us 
up and rising
I try to make everything I work 
for, worth it
I hope we stay nice and 
determined.
I am curious and determined 

By Fyodr Chairez-Volakh



Hockey
By Michael Methe

The glass clings as the 
puck hits it.

The boards complain 
when a player slams 

against them.
  Players fly down the icy 

ice.
 Their sliding sticks 

reaching for the puck
Red posts yell when the 

puck hits them.
The rink is a workplace.
I am the happiest I have 

ever been.
 As happy as a kid on 

Christmas. 
  I was on top of the 

world.
A memory is gold.



Our only game against Franklin Tech this season, and

 they were like 

10 feet taller than us. 

The ref throws the ball up for jump ball

 and the game begins.

The basketball was a bird flying through the air, and bounced as 

both teams begged for big buckets.

 The score went back and forth for ages and soon came the final 

minute of the game, 

we were down by three. We had 1 final play left 

so we ran the clock. 

I passed the ball to Claire and she shot it.

 It was our only chance, the ball jumped into the hoop, 

“Swish” the net went when the shot was made.

 “Ehhhh” the horn sounded as the game ended.

 We were going into overtime.

 Another 4 minutes was played and we went on

 To  the second overtime. I was so tired I could sleep for days. 

The timer ticked toward the third overtime

 and my legs felt like they were going to fall off. We were tied, yet 

again and going onto the 

third overtime of the game. This game was a lot for us and we 

were losing our energy but we played as hard as we could and 

came out with a win.

 We beat them by 1, 49-48.

By Grace Julieano



I am Benjamin
Son of Tammy and Evan Westlake

Who needs to eat more food 
Who loves his family and his dog

Who sees Covid-19 ruining trillions of 
people’s lives

Who hates being called Benny
Who fears losing my family

Who dreams of being a pro Baseball player
Who has found poems of similarity 

Resident of 325 Hinsdale Road  Dalton MA
Westlake



Whoosh
Alone, but not alone
Snow, deep like a void
Mile long poles plummeting into the snow
The sun’s trying to give its warmth like fire on the 
stove
But it's cold, cold as the north pole
The wind zooming by like lightning as it tickles 
the nose
The nose is running a marathon
Skis sliding on slippery snow
CRUNCH as the skis break sticks 
under the snow

By Jackson Carhart



  Perils of the Chrinathus       By Ayden Jezak 

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 11

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

Today I was shipped out to the capital ship 
Chrinathus. My home was on Othinith, in the center 

of the Lycentian Federation. Now I am out on the 
frontier of the Empire, fighting the Foralkans. They 

have been attacking us for months now, and the 
government has been drafting as many pilots as 

they can. 
The security corps came about 2 weeks 

ago, knocking at our door. My dad let him in, and he 
told us that I needed to come with him. I went, 

despite being apprehensive, and from there he 
drafted me. I had 2 days to go home and collect 
my belongings, and say goodbye to my dad and 

my dog. I was then taken up in a ship with about 15 
other recruits and the man who drafted me. 

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 13

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

I got my first assignment today. It’s an 
escort for some mining ships, called ‘em 

“Badgers”. I also got assigned my own ship, its 
called a Stratos, but I don’t really like the name. 

I’ve seen some really cool shipd flying around, and 
can’t wait to get one for myself.

On the mission, there was next to no 
trouble. Some annoying pirate set up a proximity 

mine, but the shields on the Badgers easily took it. 
They mined out a bunch of Korrelite, Rexnite, and 

Narcor (I picked up some of their radio 
transmissions) But I have no idea what they are 

used for. Life in this ship might be bad, but it’s not 
TOO bad

  

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 13

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: PLOF FLOPSON

I got assigned to a ship today!!! This has been my 
life’s goal forever and its finally happening!! I get to 

fly the cool little ships! I am assigned to the ship 
Chrinathus and its sooooo cool! The only thing I 

don’t like is the little robots. There’s these little gray 
boxy things that go GONK GONK GONK. And 

theres these other little gray boxy things that squeak 
and squek, and people ride on them like surfboards. 

There’s also 15 other recruits that came up here 
with me, I can’t wait to make new friends!!!

 
YEAR: 3022

DAY: MAY 15
PLANET: OTHINITH

NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

        Another day, another mission. At least this 
time there was something to do! I was escorting a 

Hyrax-class hauler bringing spice between systems, 
with 3 other recruits. About 3 systems out of 

Lycentia Prime, we got attacked by 5 pirate ships. 3 
fighters, one interceptor, and a corvette. We took 

them out pretty easily, but one ship sustained heavy 
damage and jumped away, and he hasn’t come 

back to the station yet.

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 15

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: PLOF FLOPSON

Today I went on a mission! Me and some other 
recruits were escorting a Hyrax-class hauler, 119X3 

model. We got ambushed by a bunch of pirates, 
and I took heavy damage and jumped away to 
another system. The only problem is that it is a  



hostile system, overrun by Foralkans. Some weird 
looking round, green, ship jumped out right next to me, 

took me in for a second, and started shooting! I am 
currently speeding away and spinning, trying to 

escape while my warp drive recharges. My hull is 
almost gone, and there is no way for me to get out

. I think this is it for Plof Flopson!
        But who was in that ship? As he closed in for 

the final blast I realized. It’s Devbob.
 

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 20

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

        Well, having seen the perils of battle now, the 
Lycentian officers finally let me get promoted in the 

army. I am now a Lycentian Private. I got a new ship, 
called the Paragon. According to the people at the 

Citadel (The largest space station in the galaxy) it’s 
the best class of Interceptor. I wish I could be one of 

those people driving the capital ships, like the 
Chrinathus, Bombardment, or Prolifica.

 
YEAR: 3022

DAY: MAY 20
PLANET: OTHINITH

NAME: PLOF FLOPSON

[ERADICATED]
 

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 24

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

Today onboard the Chrinathus, I saw some shadowy 
figure. He was running around behind some crates. I 
managed to chase him down, and talk to him. “Hey, 

who are you?” I said. He replied “I’m Devbob. Bounty 
hunter.” I immediately tensed up a bit, ready to pull out 

my standard issue blaster, even though it wouldn’t do 
much. He ducked around another crate, and fired a 

blast. I jumped out of the way, found cover, and began 
returning fire. Why this bounty hunter was

out to get me, I don’t know, but he was. 

         I managed to get into one of the GNK or 
“Gonk” droids, and get out of there.

I pulled a lockdown alarm and alarms started 
blaring. Next thing I know, I see some sort of dark 

magenta blade burning through the door. I ran for it, 
and got stopped by the next blast door.

 I was cornered.

YEAR: 3022
DAY: MAY 25

PLANET: OTHINITH
NAME: GUNTHER STRYKER

The man finally broke through the door with the 
strange blade. He went for an overhand swing at my 
head. I blocked it with my blaster, but the hit was so 
hard it was rendered useless. I managed to get the 

GNK droid to open the door for me, and I got into 
the barracks, where I yelled for people to shoot at 

the man. He was finally struck down, 
and I examined his sword.

        Sure enough, his name was Devbob, said so 
on the hilt of his sword. There was also some 

engravings I couldn’t read, and something that 
looked like a ship tracker. I also figured out how to 

turn the blade on and off. I kept that blade with me, 
and will now keep it forever

TO BE CONTINUED….
  



The Village Cruiser
By Dave Schenker 

   Fall is a shiny viper red Kenworth W900 truck 
cruising along the highway. 

It shifts gears on the road as it slows down to crawl through the village. 
Blasting its deafening horns as the wind whistles  

Trees sway. 
Colorful leaves lie scattered on the ground. 

The air,  cool and spooky, blows like the exhaust 
blowing out of the stacks.  

The ground shakes as the rumble 
of the W900 truck’s engine 

drives by.
 Roaring as loud as a lion. 

Its pristine paint still shined in the light of the street light. 



I am an athlete and funny

I wonder if I’ll make it

I hear the bike

I see the track

I want the fame

I am an athlete and funny

I pretend to be cool

I feel fast

I touch the throttle

I worry I will get hurt

I cry never

I am an athlete and 

funny

I understand 

motocross 

I say I’m #1

I dream I will win

I try my best 

I hope I will 

succeed 

By Tyler Arseneau



Dear readers,

BAM! My hand tingles in pain, after it slams 
on the table putting my last card down.   A 
cool breeze blows my thick, curly hair out of 
my face. It's the final round of the game, and 
the stare between my opponent and me 
remains intense. The air smells fresh. The 
music blaring from inside the cafeteria feels  
like an earthquake erupting inside of me. 
“BS!”, one of them roars her voice echoing 
into the cold night. She guesses right. The 
smirk on my face quickly erases as hers grows 
bigger. My cheeks turn to a bright red, like 
the color of a rose. Although not the best 
game played, that's my favorite minute of 
summer.

Your friend, Autumn Biernacki





                                               SPRING
By Jordan Cornellier

Spring is a playful animal
 with soft pink lamb’s ears and multi-colored wool.

 Like a kitten calling its mother, 
spring gently awakens us. 

Bears and cubs awaken from hibernation,
 tackling their siblings in a welcoming hug. 

The colors of fur creatures reflect like a portrait painting 
hanging up in a museum.

Chicks bursting out of eggs.
 Plants buds bloom from stems. 

In the wild animals communicate with a growl or a roar,
 also a chirp. 

Animals walk peacefully near the pond. 
 

Spring is also a Komodo Dragon that poisons its prey. 
Silently stalking through the high grass 

each move is carefully calculated. 
Hunting in groups, stalking prey, 

the komodo dragon snacks on all the small creatures
 that lurk in the woods

”Crunch, Crunch, CRACK!”. 
A faint hissing and growling came from the woods. 

Komodos sing as they hunt. 
Komodos dance when getting their food. 
As  killer Komodos kill the little rodents, 

the poison from the Komodo’s jaws paralyzes the victim 
like looking into Medusa’s eyes,

 turning into stone. 
A million Komodos lay down to have some rest 

after having their meal, 
laying in the warm, cozy, bright sun



I waited and waited

the car ride felt like a whole life

 sitting there bored as could be

Wishing we were there already

 so I could see the sea

After spending years in the car

We finally reached the place I wanted to be

Arriving right as the sunset struck the sea 

the light danced across the endless ocean

The waves broke with a crash

The sand protected me from the sea

 the moon and the sun fought

But the moon... a champion 

as it will always be.

By Jeffrey Larmon



Flowers
By Michael Fusini

Flowers can send many different messages,
They can symbolize grief or sadness,

Like the white chrysanthemum,
Or they can mean joy and happiness,

Like the gardenia,
Some symbolize forgiveness,

Or guilt,
But they can always be given as gifts,

Many people don’t know the symbolism of flowers,
But they can be very meaningful gifts.



Sun is setting, sinking 
down into the sky
Peeking out from the hills
The summers eve,  gold and 
calm
Basking the earth in a warm 
smile
For a moment, everything 
returns to pure, as it was in
the morning before
Pinkish hues paint the sky, as 
orange dances
 in the wisps of clouds
Then the gold fades away, and 
darkness returns
And earth remembers, with a 
wistful look, that
Nothing gold can truly stay. 

                        

 By Charlie Keator



Sun peeked through the clouds
Pushing them out of the way
It smiled upon the earth
With a heart of gold
A ball of sunshine 
Waiting to be absorbed
Shining everywhere 
Was vitamin D
Once the sun starts to set
Layers will fill the sky
Hundreds of colors 
Light up the night
Like fireworks in the sky
Royal red rocky sand admires
The dancing sky
Hearing the waves 
Crash 
On the beach 
Happens more peaceful than sleeping on a hammock
Summer’s like a warm hug
It's     hopeful,

    Endless,
 and happy

             As the sun sizzled
Ice cream fell

         Dogs dashed down the drive 
                   To the bitter sweetness

                                                                                               Licking the fruity homemade                         
treat off the ground

                                                                                           Their adorable faces 
                                           Covered in ice cream 

  The hot sauna air
  Heated  people's skin

More than a sauna
            The sun was so hot it dried up the ocean

  The water looked clear and blue
            Jump     

                  Splash
           The water became cloudy and grey 

              Colder than the inside of an ice cubeBy Emily Barenski



The bare bitter wind whipping against our bodies,
Holding onto each other trying not to let the wind pick us up and take us with it,

Throwing a temper tantrum the angry wind is as mad as can be,
We were flying when we fell forward letting the wind hold us up,

CRASH! The waves smashed onto the sand,
Trying with all its might to grab onto us and drag us out to sea,

It is exhilarating and I wish it could last forever.

The Best Day

-Adalyn Shufelt



Teddy was at work talking to his friend when a 

Plymouth Road Runner pulled in. His friend rolled his 

eyes, 

 “It’s a rich, probably going to-” 

His friend stopped talking when a girl got out. 

Rich girls generally don’t do anything to Greasers unless 

they are around guys. Teddy got up and went outside to 

help her. She had long brown hair and hazel eyes. She 

looked kind. 

 “Hey! Do you think you can help me? I have a 

dent in the back right door, it seemed to have happened 

overnight so I don’t know what happened.” 

 “Sure,” Teddy said. 

He went over to the right side and inspected the 

dent.  

 “It doesn’t look too bad. It should be pretty easy 

to fix it;  should only take a few days” 

 “Thank you… What’s your name?” 

 “Teddy, Teddy Curtis” 

 “Thank you Teddy, by the way, my name’s 

Ashlyn, if you were wondering” 

 “Have a good day, Ashlyn” 

 “You too, Teddy” 

As Ashlyn walked away Teddy went into the 

office. After a few more people came in Teddy went 

home.   He walked in and sat down in the living room 

and saw Marty in his living room playing cards with 

Liam.  

“Hey y’all” 

“Hey,  how was work?” Marty  asked  

“It was fine. Where’s Alec?” 

 “He’s staying after with his teacher to help his 

grades,” Liam responded shuffling the deck. 

“Ok,” Teddy said going into the kitchen and 

getting himself a drink. 

Alec got home a few minutes later and went into 

his room. No one looked up as he said a fleeting “Hi” 

and closed his bedroom door. This was something that 

happened every day. After dinner, they put on their 

family TV and then went to bed. 

 Some days later Teddy was washing a car down 

at the gas station when  Ashlyn pulled in and said, “Hey 

Teddy!” 

 “Hey! What’s up?”  

 “ I was gonna ask you, do you want to go to the 

drive-in with me?” 

 “Oh, uh well I don’t- I want to but since you're a 

rich and I’m a Greaser I don’t know how that's gonna 

work out.” 

 “Oh, ok.” 

 “Sorry!” Teddy said.  

 “No,  it’s fine,” Ashlyn said starting to walk 

away 

 “Wait!” Teddy said  suddenly realizing 

something 

 “Yeah?” Ashlyn said hopefully 

 “What if I go with friends and you go with 

friends and we just slip away from our groups?” 

 “Yeah!” 

 “Then I guess I’ll see you…?” 

 “At 8?” 

 “At 8.” Teddy confirmed 

Smiling, they walked away from each other and 

went back to what they were doing, both wishing that 

the Greasers and riches weren’t enemies. At 8 that night 

they executed their plan and watched the movie on the 

way back of the drive-in.   

After the movie was over they snuck back out 

and practiced their reason for not being with the group. 

Then they split up and Teddy walked over to Liam’s car. 

After quickly answering questions about where he went, 

they got home. Teddy could barely sleep; he wished that 

Alec was awake because he wanted to talk.   

 Then, “Teddy, you awake?”Alec whispered to 

him 

“Yeah, I am, what’s up?” 

 “Where were you during the movie, and don’t 

say you didn’t feel good.  I know that’s a lie.” 

 “I- fine but you can’t tell Liam” 

 “I won’t” 

 “I met this girl at work, her name is Ashlyn, 

she’s a rich though so it could never work.” 

 “Oh, so you wanted to meet in secret so her rich 

friends wouldn’t find out.” 

 “Yeah” 

The next few weeks passed in a blur until Teddy 

realized that there was supposed to be a   rumble. He 

didn’t want to fight especially if Ashlyn was a part of it.  

 

 



During the rumble, he almost had to fight her 

but they had a moment. She looked into his eyes and the 

hint of a smile spread across her face, but it was gone 

quickly as she dodged a blow from Liam. Liam looked 

confused on why Teddy hadn’t swung at her but he 

moved on forgetting about it.  

After the rumble Teddy and Ashlyn met in 

secret more and more until one day Ashlyn said  

“Teddy…” 

“Yeah? What’s up?” said Teddy looking at her 

instead of the movie. They always went to the drive-in, 

“Look!!” She said looking panicked. 

Teddy looked where she was pointing and suddenly he 

jumped up and tried to hide but,  

 “Hey Ashlyn, Who is that?” 

Teddy froze 

 “Uh-I-It’s” Ashlyn stuttered   

 “Isn’t he a greaser?” 

 “N-No” 

 “Oh, then you won’t care that I do this” 

  Teddy couldn’t dodge fast 

enough  Wham!  Stumbling backward Teddy felt another 

blow to his stomach and he hit the ground, hard,  

 “STOP!” He heard Ashlyn yell out “Stop 

please!” 

Teddy got up and sat on a chair, dizzy. 

“Why you standin’ up for greasers now too?” 

 “No!” 

 “Then why do you want us to stop? 

 “Because, because I like him!” She yelled out 

Teddy looked up, surprised, and he smiled. Not 

saying another word, Ashlyn grabbed his wrist and ran 

to her car.  As she pulled him to her car he thought  I just 

want her to be a greaser.   After he got into her car he 

told her what he had just thought of.  

She nodded and said, “I’ll run away tonight, I 

can’t wait” 

Teddy smiled as she started the car and drove to 

his house, Alec had made sure that Liam was asleep. 

Teddy opened the door, it was never locked, after all, 

and Alec waved to Ashlyn. They had met when she 

came to pick him up. Teddy told Alec what happened as 

he cleaned the wound on Teddy’s face. Liam barged into 

the room.  

 “Teddy what happened to your face” 

 “He-” 

 “Alec, I think I asked Teddy, not you” 

 “I went to the drive-ins with a rich girl and some 

rich jocks beat me up,” Teddy said in a rush “but I don’t 

care because I like her.”  

Liam looked from Teddy to Alec 

 “Alec, you knew about this?” 

Alec nodded 

 “How long?” 

 “Just about a week,” replied Alec. 

After thinking awhile Liam said looking at 

Teddy, “You really like this girl, like really?” 

Teddy nodded 

 “You snuck around with her for a week or 

longer?” 

You snuck around with her for a week or longer?” 

Another nod 

  “You risked getting beat up or worse killed for 

this girl?” 

A third nod 

 “I want to meet her,” Liam said seriously 

 “You will.” Teddy said matching his tone 

 “When?” 

 “Tonight” 

Alec walked out to wash the cloth he used to clean 

Teddy’s wounds. He heard Liam and Teddy discussing 

where Ashlyn would stay. 

 “Isn’t there an abandoned house down the 

street? We could renovate it and make it livable in 

there!” Alec suggested entering the room again, giving 

an ice pack to Teddy.  

After talking about how they were to renovate 

the place and make it suitable for Ashlyn and then Teddy 

got excited to see Ashlyn again. He immediately went to 

his room to get ready. 

 Liam shook his head “dumb young love” he 

thought.  

Alec went around the house cleaning and getting 

Liam’s old room ready for Ashlyn. Liam had moved into 

their parent’s room after their passing. He hadn’t been in 

Liam’s room in forever, because they were close. In his 

room Teddy looked for the nicest outfit. He picked it out 

and put it on.  

After dinner Teddy went and started randomly 

straightening things around the living room, just for 

something to do when the doorbell rang and he ran to it, 

it was just Marty ,   

“Oh Teddy,” Marty said in a falsetto, batting his 

eyelashes. “I love you so much, even though I’m a rich 

and we can never be together, let’s run away and have 

millions of babies” He puckered his lips and laughing 

his ass off, 

 “Screw you Marty,” Teddy says rolling his eyes. 

 Around midnight there was a quiet knock on the 

door, Teddy who was the only one awake due to 

excitement jumped up and woke the others. Running to 

the door he fixed his shirt and opened the door.  

 “Hey Teddy thanks fo-” She was cut off as 

Teddy kissed her and lifted her off the ground. 



A solar array of colors
Rainbows flutter in the sky
Flowers dance side to side
The clouds sway all around

Wind twists and turns giving a perfect breeze
Birds sing and bees buzz

Summer brings raging storms 
Roaring Hurricanes tear down everything like 

pieces of paper 
Twisting Tornadoes smash into the ground 

taking anything in their paths 
Rain hits the ground 

bursting into a puddle of water
The tides grow tall

The grass grows green
The heat from the sun beams down on earth

The bright night sky of many stars

Dylan Heath



The Road Taken  

By Madeleine Hennesseyi

As I sat on the chairlift heard the familiar squeak of the wires rubbing 

together

My whole body shook and chattered as the wind whooshed in my face

My teeth were chattering maracas 

Icicles formed on my lashes as the chair inched its way up

Finally, I lifted the iced metal bar and kissed fear goodbye

WHOOSH I flew down the mountain

I find myself flying up thousands of feet

Suddenly a new trail appeared in the corner of my eye 

 My skis make a sharp and curious turn

Everything slowed as the world around me filled with gentle trees

I felt as calm as if I were in a deep sleep

  Suddenly all that sat in front of me was an empty road 

All caution slipped my mind as I launched myself down

With a light layer of snow, I slowed but I went on

Cars whipped by 

Every turn I took was a new adventure 

Sliding and wobbling around trying to catch speed  

 Finally, I came to a cliff

I took a deep breath and sped down past millions of trees

 Till I found myself back on the mountain

With a crazy new story to tell I whipped down

 To do it all over again



Golden
 By Isabella Pereira

Here comes my sister the prettiest person in the world,
the dress train trailed behind her like a giraffe’s neck,
love is in the air,   
torrents of tears gushed from the guests’ eyes,
I cried a puddle under my chair,
Carlos cried as he officiated the wedding,
the wind whooshed,
Brazilain Bongos echoed throughout the barn,
trees in the forest danced to the music,                  
the day was a rollercoaster.



I sit there waiting for eternity
Casting back and forth hoping for a bite
One lucky cast grants my wish
The lure plunges down into the depths below 
and takes off speeding
Swerving left and right, I try to reel but the 
fish doesn’t give up
Up up and up the fish jumps 
and body slams the water 
like a wrestler
SPLASH
The waves wiggle and weave 
rushing towards me
My reel spins faster than a NASCAR
This fish, a monster, maybe a shark
The battle is at ease and I have won
Pulling the fish up onto the boat 
I'm like a good lifting up this beast of a fish
After taking pictures, I let it go
The wind swooshes my hair softly
WOOOSH
I am a winner today By Matthew Schoenberg



Infinite grands of sand
A billion feet to run 

We make our way to the water with 
Roaring rumbling waves go 

crash! 
Along the surface

Running like Olympic runners
Fast like soaring birds

The ocean lifted its arm 
to touch the shore 

Shhh! 
The water runs back

The sand sizzles as it speaks 
As the ocean tells the story

We are the winners 

-Leanne Maschino



Just because I’m loud
Doesn’t mean I’m self centered
Doesn’t mean I don’t hear what people say
And doesn’t mean I’m confident
Just because I smile
Doesn’t mean I’m happy
Doesn’t mean I never cry 
Doesn’t mean I don’t have other personal problems
Just because I’m a teenage girl
Doesn’t mean I lay around doing nothing
Doesn’t mean I don’t care about my grades
Doesn’t mean my phone is my whole life
Does quiet mean people like you more?
Does smiling mean I can’t be sad?
Does being a teenage girl mean you’re careless?
I might be loud but I’m strong. 
I might smile but words still hurt.
 And I might be a teenager 
                but I still care about my future.

By Lauren Bridges



Summer
Ava Mozian

Summer is a cozy blanket
Plush grass stretching over
The mammoth mountains

Scents of earthy, fragrant leaves
Blanketing the dancing branches of 

A birch tree
The touch of the radiant sun heats the atmosphere

On this blissful summer morning
Whoosh!

Warm summer winds blow
Kajilions of milky-whote dandelion seeds

Onto soft, emerald pastures
The sight of swaying trees

Encapsulated in cheerful sunlight like a toasty 
embrace

Elegant flowers cover the landscape in their 
breathtaking glory

Fuzzy insects flutter from blossom to blossom
Warming them with their presence

Light rain
Drips front he sky wrapping the scenery in

Gentle dampness
Summer, a cozy blanket



As a student in eighth-grade.
It is different in many ways.
It is a goodbye to childish things. 
And a hello to teenage challenges. 
Even if it can have some balance. 
We teens need some space.
We must have our place.
Please, give us time.
It would help for our mind. 

Thank you. 
                                             By Elias Ramos



 




